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Edge dislocation in a vertical smectic-A film: Line tension versus temperature and film
thickness near the nematic phase
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The line tension of a dislocation is measured in a vertical smectic-A film as a function of temperature and
film thickness. There are two contributions to the line tension: a bulk contribution that corresponds to the
energy of the dislocation in an infinite medium and a surface correction that accounts for interactions with the
two free surfaces. Both terms are measured in pure 8CB~octylcyanobiphenyl! as a function of temperature
when the bulk nematic-smectic-A transition temperatureTc is approached.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb, 61.30.Jf, 68.10.2m
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I. INTRODUCTION

A smectic-A phase consists of rodlike molecules arrang
in fluid layers with perpendicular orientation@1#. In free-
standing films, layers are perfectly parallel to the free s
faces@2#. If the number of layers is different in two parts o
the film, a step is formed in between@3#, which corresponds
to an edge dislocation localized in the middle of the film@4#.
Such a dislocation costs energy to the system. The en
per unit length, or line tension, is the one-dimensional ana
of surface tension. We know two different methods to m
sure the line tension of a dislocation in a free-standing fi
of a smectic-A liquid crystal.

The first one is to determine the critical radiusRc of a
dislocation loop in a horizontal film as described by Ge´mi-
nard et al. @5#. It can be shown that in thick films wher
interactions between the free surfaces are negligible,Rc is
simply given by

Rc5
E

bDP
, ~1!

whereE is the line tension,b the Burgers vector, andDP
5Pair2Psmecticthe hydrostatic pressure drop between the
and the smectic that is imposed by the meniscus@6#. Indeed,
a meniscus forms between the film and its support and
as a reservoir imposing the pressure in the system. T
method requires the nucleation of different-sized loo
which can be achieved by placing a heating wire underne
the film @5#. For each of the loops we then observe whethe
is growing (R.Rc) or collapsing (R,Rc). It is then pos-
sible to approachRc by successive steps. This method on
works for very thick films in which the line tension of th
dislocation is independent of the film thickness. Indeed,
film thickness irreversibly decreases by one layer~or more!
after the nucleation of a loop which initial radius is larg
thanRc . Another complication is the requirement to measu
the pressure inside the meniscus from its radius of curva
at regular time intervals. We recall that the Laplace law
plies in smectic meniscus and that the pressure differenc
given by
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~6!/8133~8!/$15.00
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DP5
g

R ~2!

where R is the radius of curvature of the meniscus in
circular part@5,6#.

The second method is inspired by the sessile drop met
for measuring the surface tension of a liquid. It consists
nucleating a dislocation loop in a vertical film and of me
suring its shape anisotropy when it is in contact with the
edge of the frame on which the film is stretched@7#. In the
static approximation, the shape of the loop depends on
gravity constantg via the differential equation:

Ek5b~DP01rgz!, ~3!

wherek is the local curvature of the dislocation,r the liquid-
crystal density, andz the vertical coordinate.DP0 is a con-
stant equal to the pressure difference atz50 in thick films
and which includes a term coming from the interaction b
tween the free surfaces in thin ones~disjoining pressure!.
This equation can be solved numerically@7#. Fitting the ex-
perimental shape to the theoretical one given by Eq.~3! ~see
Fig. 1! allows us to obtainE andDP0 . This method, which
applies whatever the film thickness, proved to be very use
in measuring the line tension of the dislocation as a funct
of both the film thickness and the Burgers vector at ro
temperature@7#.

In this paper we focus on the measurement of the l
tension of elementary dislocations when a second or
smectic-A-to-nematic phase transition is approached. T
line tension contains two contributions: a bulk one and
surface one. The former is difficult to estimate because
depends on the core radius and on the associated core
ergy, whereas the latter can be exactly calculated@4#. One of
our purposes is to find which of these two contributions b
come dominant at the nematic-smectic-A phase transition.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we rec
theoretical background of the subject. In Sec. III we descr
our experimental setup and we explain the difficulties
have encountered measuring the line tension as a functio
temperature. In Sec. IV we propose a method to deduce
line tension from our measurements and we show its ev
8133 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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8134 PRE 62ZYWOCINSKI, PICANO, OSWALD, AND GÉMINARD
tion as a function of the film thickness and temperature
Sec. V we show that the contact angle of the dislocation w
the edge of the meniscus also depends on the film thick
and temperature. In addition, we suggest the existence
wetting transition at a temperatureTN that is higher thanTc .
At this temperature, the film spontaneously thins fromN to
N21 layers. Conclusions and perspectives are given in S
VI.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

According to Ref.@4#, the line tension of a dislocation in
a free-standing film reads

E5E`1dEs , ~4!

whereE` is the line tension in an infinite medium anddEs a
surface correction. The bulk term was first calculated by W
liams and Kléman @8,9# and reads

E`5AKB
b2

4pr c
1Ec ~5!

where K is the bending modulus,B the compressibility
modulus,r c a core radius, andEc the core energy. The sur
face term was calculated more recently by Lejcek and
wald @4,9#. It reads

dEs5
Blb2

4Apld~N11/2!
Li1/2~A!

with

A5
g2AKB

g1AKB
, ~6!

wherel5AK/B is the penetration length,d the layer thick-
ness,N the number of layers in the film, andg the smectic-
A-air surface tension. The special function Li1/2(A) is defined
by

FIG. 1. Dislocation loop in a vertical film~8CB, T533 °C, N
512!. The Burgers vector equalsb560 Å ~two layers!, which ex-
plains the high contrast of the line. The dotted line is the best fi
the equilibrium shape calculated from Eq.~3! with E/b
51.43 dyn/cm. The meniscus is visible on top of the photogra
The horizontal loop diameter is equal to 466mm.
n
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At a second-order nematic-smectic-A phase transition,B
goes to zero butK and g remain finite. Thus, in this limit,
A'122AKB/g and the surface term becomes@10#

dEs5
B1/2g1/2b2

4Apd~N11/2!
,

when

B→0. ~7!

The critical behavior of the bulk contributionE` when the
transition is approached is more difficult to predict becau
r c and Ec are unknown. Assuming the core energy has
form

Ec'2gcr c , ~8!

where gc is some cutoff energy that goes to zero at t
transition, and minimizingE` with respect tor c , one obtains

r c5S Bl

8pgc
D 1/2

b ~9!

and

E`5S 2Blgc

p D 1/2

b5S 2

p D 1/2

B1/4K1/4gc
1/2b. ~10!

This model predicts thatE` is proportional tob, in agree-
ment with previous experimental observations@7#. On the
other hand, we cannot conclude from this model which of
two termsE` or dEs goes faster to zero at the transitio
because it depends on the critical behavior of the phen
enological cutoff energygc . This is one of the major points
that will be addressed in this paper.

We also emphasize that the previous model assumes
the compressibility modulusB ~and so the smectic-order pa
rameter! is constant out of the core of the dislocation a
equals the bulk elastic modulus within the whole thickness
the film. This assumption is valid in thick films, but fails i
very thin ones~typically less than 20 layers!. This effect
increases when the transition temperature is approache
discussed in more details in Sec. VI.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To measure the line tension of the dislocations as a fu
tion of temperature our previous setup@7# was equipped with
an oven~Fig. 2!. The oven consists of two copper block
with two vertical grooves placed face to face. The groov
from a channel in which the frame supporting the film c
move up or down. The frame opening is 4 mm wide, 4 m
high, and 0.5 mm thick. The temperature is regulated wit
60.02 °C, but special care has been taken to homogenize
temperature inside the oven. Heaters and differential ther
couples have been introduced at carefully chosen place
order to reduce the temperature gradients inside the oven
across the film as much as possible. It is crucial to elimin

o

.
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PRE 62 8135EDGE DISLOCATION IN A VERTICAL SMECTIC-A . . .
convective rolls that spontaneously develop in the film
Such rolls were detected by observing the slow motion
very small dust particles~smoke particles! that were inten-
tionally introduced in the liquid crystal. We found that tem
perature gradients must be less than 0.01 °C/cm in orde
prevent convection. Convective rolls can also develop in
vicinity of the heating wire that is used to nucleate the d
location loop@5,7#. The wire does indeed have a temperatu
slightly different from the rest of the oven. In Fig. 3, it
colder. In this case, we observe that the loop strongly be
to the bottom when the wire is approached to the film. T

FIG. 2. Experimental setup.
.
f

to
e
-
e
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deformation increases when the distance between the
and the tip of the wire decreases and it does not cha
direction when the wire is above or below the dislocation.
contrast, the deformation changes direction~the loop bends
up! when the wire is hotter than the oven. This effect
probably due to two convective rolls in the air of oppos
signs that drag the matter inside the film and deform the lo
~Fig. 3!. These effects can be eliminated by properly heat
the wire and its support~in order to compensate the therm
leak! and by moving the wire away from the film immed
ately after the loop has been nucleated. The film is obser
through an objective lens which closes the oven to avoid
flows. The oven and the frame supporting the film a
mounted on anX,Y,Z stage that permits one to focus and
choose the observation field. Pictures are recorded and
digitized on a computer equipped with a frame grabber ca
A FORTRAN routine detects the experimental shape of
loop which is then fitted to the theoretical static profile giv
by solving Eq.~3! numerically. The film thickness is deter
mined by observing the film reflectivity and the loop contra
with three light-emitting diodes of different wavelength
~red: l5645 nm; green:l5524 nm; and blue:l5470 nm!
during the thinning process. Note that we can decrease
number of layers one by one by nucleating loops with
heating wire and the heat-impulse method@5#. This way, it is
possible to deducea posteriori the film thickness by noting
the successive maxima and minima of reflectivity for ea
wavelength.
e

e

.

-

FIG. 3. Bottom part of a dislo-
cation loop and its deformation
when the tip of the heating wire~a
little bit colder than the oven! is
approached. From~a! to ~c! the
distance between the film and th
wire decreases. In~a! the tip is out
of focus of the microscope and th
loop is not distorted. In~b! and~c!
the heating wire is typically 100
and 40mm behind the film~bright
spots on the pictures!. The dislo-
cation bends down very strongly
In ~d! and ~e! the frame together
with the loop are moved to the
bottom while the heating wire is
fixed. The loop deformation is un
changed. In~f!, we propose an ex-
planation for the loop distortion
when the wire is colder than the
oven in terms of convective rolls
induced by the heating wire.
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All our experiments were performed in 8 CB~4n-octyl-
cyanobiphenyl from Merck Corp.!. This compound exhibits
a quasi-second-order nematic-smectic-A phase transition a
Tc'33.4 °C@11~a!–11~c!#.

IV. LINE TENSION MEASUREMENTS

We performed systematic measurements of the line
sion of elementary dislocation (b5d) as a function of tem-
perature and film thickness.

These measurements prove challenging for several
sons. We have already stressed the problem of tempera
gradients that occur when the temperature is raised. T
problem was solved by improving the thermal homogene
of the oven. A more serious problem that was too quic
eluded in Ref.@7# concerns the dynamics of the dislocatio
loop. Indeed, loops constantly grow even after meeting
top side of the frame. This motion is unavoidable because
pressure in the meniscus is smaller than the atmosph
pressure. As a consequence, loops are never at equilib
and Eq.~3! cannot be strictly applied. Nevertheless, it can
used as a first approximation if the growth time of the loo
tgrowth'a/V is long in comparison with their typical relax
ation timet relax'hN da/E when they are deformed@12#:

tgrowth'
a

V
@t relax'

hNda

E
. ~11!

In the above expression,a is the loop size,V the dislocation
velocity, Nd the film thickness, andh the in-layer shear vis-
cosity. Having in mind thatV5mDP, wherem is the dislo-
cation mobility, Eq.~11! becomes

DP!
E

mhNd
. ~12!

Note that the loop size does not enter into this equation.
In thick films of 8CB, N5100 while d530 Å, h

'5 Poise @13#, E'731027 dyn @5#, and m
'531027 cm2 sg21 @14# at room temperature. Equation~12!
then givesDP!9000 dyn/cm2. In typical experimentsDP
'400 dyn/cm2 @corresponding toV'1 mm/s and Eq.~12!# is
fulfilled. Consequently, loops are close to equilibrium
room temperature and their shape can be reasonably
lyzed using the static Eq.~3! ~as performed in Ref.@7#!.

The situation becomes more complicated when work
at higher temperature. Indeed,E decreases and tends towar
zero whilem strongly increases as the nematic phase is
proached. By contrast,h decreases but does not go to zero
the transition. Consequently,E/mhNd decreases and goes
zero when temperature increases whileDP remains finite
~we recall thatDP is imposed by the meniscus!. As a con-
sequence, the higher the temperature, the more difficult
to satisfy the condition given in Eq.~12!.

In our experiments, we quickly met this limitation in spi
of our efforts to make meniscus as big as possible, so a
reduceDP and the velocity. This is visible in Fig. 4 wher
we displayEfit /b as a function of the vertical velocityvvert of
the dislocation at pointP ~see Fig. 1!. In this graphEfit is the
value of the line tension found from the best fit with th
static shape given by Eq.~3!. It is worth noting that the
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theoretical shape always fits perfectly to the experimen
one ~within the resolution of the microscope!. We also note
thatvvert decreases when the loop grows because the pres
differenceDP5DP01rgzP at pointP of heightzP,0 de-
creases. On the other hand,Efit is not constant, but system
atically increases whenvvert decreases. This effect is mor
important at high temperature because condition~12! be-
comes more difficult to satisfy. Since we are not able
solve the nonlocal hydrodynamic problem of a growing lo
theoretically, we linearly extrapolateEfit /b to zero vertical
velocity and take this value for the line tensionE/b. The
limit vvert→0 cannot be reached experimentally becaus
corresponds to pointP at zP52DP0 /rg, which is usually
below the bottom side of the frame.

This procedure seems artificial but can be justified fro
an experimental point of view. Indeed, we checked tha
gives a value of the line tension compatible with that fou
by measuring the critical radius of nucleation in an horizo
tal film ~this method givesE/b'2.560.3 dyn/cm at 28 °C
@6# to compare withE/b52.160.2 dyn/cm in vertical films!.
Moreover, the extrapolated values are much less disperse
each temperature than the direct values obtained for diffe
films of equal thickness. That means that the proced
makes sense even if we cannot prove it theoretically.

In Fig. 5,E/b is displayed as a function of the number
layersN at T533 °C. It slowly increases whenN decreases
in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions of S
II.

In Fig. 6,E/b is displayed as a function of temperatureT.
Unfortunately, it was impossible to perform all measur
ments at the same thickness. For this reason, we give
number of layers for each point. That is important beca
the surface correction to the line tension is not negligible,
we have just seen. As expected, the line tension decre
when the temperature increases. However, it clearly diff
from zero atTc , the bulk nematic-smectic-A transition tem-
perature~given by the dotted vertical line in the graph!. This
effect is due to the finite thickness of the films and to t
increase of the smectic-order parameter at the free surf
@15#. In other words, the surfaces act as an external field
changes the transition temperature~which becomesTN , a
function of N and of the pressureDP!. BecauseTN.Tc

FIG. 4. Two examples of linear extrapolation to zero vertic
velocity of the line tension found from the best fit to the static sha
given by Eq.~3!.
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~typical temperature shift will be given in Sec. VI!, the layer
compressibilityB ~and thus also the line tension of the di
locations! differs from 0 atTc .

Before discussing further this problem, we present n
experimental results on the contact angleu between the loop
and the edge of the meniscus~see Fig. 1! and we explain
why we were not able to perform line tension measureme
far aboveTc .

V. CONTACT ANGLE u BETWEEN THE LOOP
AND THE MENISCUS

This angle is defined in Fig. 1. It is independent of t
growth velocity and of the size of the loop within experime
tal errors~Fig. 7!.

FIG. 5. Line tensionE/b as a function of the film thicknessN.
Empty squares, triangles, and diamonds correspond to eleme
dislocations in three different films atT533 °C. The full triangle
corresponds to the dislocation of Burgers vectorsb560 Å ~two
layers! shown in Fig. 1 atT533 °C. The solid curve~for elemen-
tary dislocations! has been displayed by takingE` /b
50.56 dyn/cm@obtained from Eq.~14!# and by calculating the sur
face correctiondEs(N)/b from Eq. ~6! with values ofK and B
experimentally measured in bulk samples atT533 °C ~see the Ap-
pendix!. The dotted line is the prediction for a dislocation of Bu
gers vectorb560 Å at the same temperature.

FIG. 6. Line tensionE/b as a function of temperatureT mea-
sured in five different films. The thickness of the film~given as its
number of layers! is given for a few points. The stars correspond
films of thicknesses close to 80 layers~610 layers!. The dashed line
is just a guide for the eye.
w

ts

On the other hand, Figs. 8 and 9 show thatu increases
when the film thickness increases and when the tempera
increases. The angle also decreases when the Burgers v
of the dislocation increases, though we did not perform s
tematic measurements as a function ofb. Finally, u can be
larger than 90° when films are overheated aboveTc . In this
case, loops grow fast as the mobility of the dislocation
typically 5 times larger than it is at 28 °C@14#. As a conse-
quence, the two contact points quickly propagate along
top meniscus~Fig. 10! and reach the vertical sides of th
frame before the shape of the loop is stabilized~it takes more
and more time because the line tension is small and the
is very large!. It is worth noting that aboveTc , a film can be
stable~even if its meniscus has melted in the nematic pha!
because we still need to heat it locally with the heating w
to nucleate loops and to decrease the thickness of the
An interesting observation is that the nucleation becom
easier on the meniscus~heterogeneous nucleation! than in
the middle of the film whenu.90°. Finally, we observed
that u continues to increase when the temperature increa
~systematic measurements are difficult to perform beca
films can break easily!. We even suspect that at some tem
peratureTN , for which the film becomes unstable with re

ary
FIG. 7. Contact angleu as a function of the horizontal size o

the loop measured between its two vertical parts~T525.93 °C and
N548!.

FIG. 8. Contact angleu as a function of the number of layersN
at T532 °C.
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8138 PRE 62ZYWOCINSKI, PICANO, OSWALD, AND GÉMINARD
spect to spontaneous thinning fromN layers toN21 layers,
u should reach 180°. Such a situation resembles a wet
transition close to a critical point. We emphasize that
smectic-order parameter, and thus the compressibility mo
lus, strongly decreases in the middle of the film thicknes
TN , which is also the effective transition temperature
were speaking about in the previous section.

VI. DISCUSSION

We will show in a forthcoming paper@15# thatTN can be
measured in horizontal films as a function ofN andDP. We
have found thatTN decreases whenN increases and de
creases whenDP increases in good agreement with the th
oretical prediction of Gorodetskiı¨ et al. @16#:

N5A asinh@BA~TN2Tc!/Tc/DP#

A~TN2Tc!/Tc

, ~13!

whereA and B are material constants. The best fit of o
experimental data to this equation givesA'0.26 andB

FIG. 9. Contact angleu as a function of temperature.

FIG. 10. Superimposition of five pictures showing the rap
evolution of a dislocation loop in an overheated film atT.Tc . For
clarity, loop contours have been underlined. Time interval betw
two pictures is 2s. Angle u is larger thanp/2. The two contact
points quickly propagate along the top part of the meniscus
reach the vertical sides of the frame before the ‘‘equilibrium shap
has been reached. The line tension measurement becomes im
sible.
g
e
u-
at

-

'1.23108 dyn21/cm2 ~Fig. 11! @15#. These experiments al
low us to predictTN in vertical films providing DP is
known. In general,DP'400 dyn/cm2 in the vicinity of the
topside of the frame where measurements are done.
estimation ofDP comes from the observation that disloc
tions slow down when they approach the bottom side of
frame, which means thatDP'0 at this level~situated 4 mm
lower than the top side of the frame!. With DP
5400 dyn/cm2 we calculate T802Tc'0.3 °C, T402Tc
'2 °C, andT202Tc'6 °C ~see Fig. 11!. These estimates
give an idea of the importance of the surface effects
typical thicknesses. In thin films (N'20) surface effects and
the associated variations ofB are important within66 °C
aroundTc , whereas in thick films (N'80), these effects are
important only within60.3 °C aroundTc .

This indicates that, in thick films and far enough fromTc
~typically 0.3 °C belowTc in films of 80 layers or more and
2 °C below Tc in films of 40 layers!, the compressibility
modulus is very close to that measured in bulk samples
this limit, the theoretical predictions of Sec. II, where w
implicitly assumed thatB is the bulk modulus, are valid. It is
thus possible to calculatedEs /b for each dislocation provid-
ing thatB andK are known as a function of temperature. W
measured these constants in a creep cell described in
@17# using the same methods as in Ref.@6#. We found thatK
is approximately constant:

K5~5.260.3!1027 erg/cm, ~14!

whereasB can be fitted to a power law~Fig. 12!

B5B0tb, ~15!

where t is the reduced temperaturet5(Tc2T)/Tc , Tc
533.4 °C, B05(4.3560.04)108 erg/cm3, and b50.328
60.005. These values are compatible with previous m
surements ofB @18–20# andK @21–23#.

We then calculated the theoretical values of the surf
correctiondEs /b for the dislocations observed in thick films
By subtracting this correction from the experimental value

n

d
’’
os-

FIG. 11. Thinning transition temperatureTN as a function of
number of layersN for a film with DP570 dyn cm22 ~from Ref.
@15#!. The solid line is the best fit from Eq.~13! with A'0.26 and
B'1.23108 dyn21 cm2.
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PRE 62 8139EDGE DISLOCATION IN A VERTICAL SMECTIC-A . . .
the line tension, we obtained the line tensionE` /b for bulk
dislocations. These data are given in Fig. 13. The best fit
power law gives

E` /b5~E`
0 /b!tz, ~16!

where t is the reduced temperaturet5(Tc2T)/Tc with Tc

533.3060.15 °C, E`
0 /b511.0460.04 dyn/cm, and z

50.4560.02. The value ofTc is in agreement~within ex-
perimental errors! with that measured in a bulk sample (Tc
533.4 °C). As expectedE` /b goes to zero atTc . Because
K andB are known@Eqs.~14! and ~15!# we can deduce the
cutoff energygc and the core radiusr c as a function of
temperature. It gives

gc5gc
0/btj, ~17!

with gc
0/b510.460.4 erg/cm2 andj50.7060.05 and

r c /b5~r c
0/b!td ~18!

with r c
0/b50.26560.010 andd520.2560.03.

As expected,gc goes to zero atTc , whereasr c slowly di-
verges and is of the order of the Burgers vector.

In thin films, the situation is more complicated nearTc
becauseB depends on the film thickness and even on
position within the film thickness, being maximal at the fr
surfaces and minimal in the middle. As a consequence,
surface correction calculated from Eq.~7! by taking the bulk
value for B must be systematically smaller than the corre
tion observed experimentally. This is what we observe
Fig. 5 where we displayed the theoretical values ofE/b. As
expected, the theoretical values of the line tension calcula
at T533 °C for dislocations of Burgers vectorb and 2b by
taking the bulk value forB @Eq. ~15!# and the above expres
sion forE` /b @Eq. ~16!# are systematically smaller than va
ues found experimentally. In addition, the shift between t
oretical and experimental values increases when the
thickness decreases. This proves thatB increases on averag
when the film thickness decreases.

FIG. 12. Compressibility modulusB as a function of tempera
ture. The solid line is the best fit to a power law@Eq. ~15!# with
B5(4.3560.04)108 erg/cm3 andb50.32860.005.
a
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VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have proposed a method to measure
line tension of a dislocation in a vertical free-standing film
Particular precautions must be taken to avoid convection
temperature gradients that can strongly deform the dislo
tion. In particular, there is a strong interaction between
dislocation loop and the heating wire used to nucleate it. T
interaction must be eliminated before measuring the line t
sion.

We have then showed that surface effects change the
tension in two ways: first, they introduce a surface correct
that depends on the surface tension of the liquid crystal; s
ond, they change the transition temperature and simu
neously the bulk elastic modulus. This is the reason why
line tension does not approach zero atTc , the bulk transition
temperature.

Finally, we have deduced from our data in thick films t
critical behavior of both the line tension and the core size
bulk dislocations. An unsolved question is the role of hyd
dynamic effects in the film and their influence on the me
sured line tension. We think that our extrapolation proced
gives correct values within620%, but a systematic erro
cannot be excluded. This shift should not significan
change the temperature dependencies of the line tension
of the core radius, nor of the associated critical expone
Nevertheless, we think that numerical simulations of the lo
dynamics in a vertical film would be an interesting proble
to solve.
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FIG. 13. Line tension of elementary dislocation measured
thick films ~40 to 80 layers! as a function of temperature~crosses!.
Filled circles correspond to line tension in an infinite medium. T
solid line is the best fit to a power law@Eq. ~16!# with Tc533.30
60.15 °C,E`

0 /b'11.0460.04 dyn/cm, andz'0.4560.02.
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